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A 'VIKING-AGE' GRAVE FROM CAMBOIS, BEDLINGTON,
NORTHUMBERLAND (Figs. 4-6)

During 1859 a cist burial containing three bodies, an enamelled disc-brooch and a bone
comb was excavated at Cambois, Bedlington, Northumberland.! The material was acquired
by the Revd Greenwell, whose notebooks reveal that it had been obtained from a Dr Ward of
Blythe, who reported that a tumulus on the E. side of the R. Wansbeck had been excavated:
the brooch was 'lying by a skeleton interred at full length with the head to the east encased in
clay', with a line of stones placed round the body.2 Of the bones, only the skulls survive: Dr
Rosemary Powers (Natural History Museum) has kindly informed me that one may be that
of a woman, aged 45-60, the other two probably those ofmales, one in his 20S and one in his
40s.

The Disc-Brooch (Fig. 4)

The brooch is cast copper-alloy, about 43.5 mm in diameter. It contains a raised central
roundel with ehampleve enamel surrounding a bird with something in its beak, probably a
branch. The details of the bird are picked out by rows of small punched dots. There is a
border of punched dots on the central roundel which is set in a wider border of a running
design cast in relief. The design is hard to interpret, but suggests a running border offish-like
heads with gaping mouths and pellet eyes. The outside edge is decorated with close-set
incised lines.

The underside of the brooch is concave, and plain apart from a slight concretion on one
side suggesting the attachment of some sort of clasp. On the outermost serrated border is a
minute hole, possibly too small to take a thread or chain sturdy enough to support the weight
of the brooch.

It has often been claimed that the Hyde Abbey, Winchester and Cambois brooches are
from the same mould3 although as Hodges noted,4 the Hyde Abbey brooch is smaller. This
could be a result ofdifferential shrinkage to the clay mould of the original wax or lead model,
or more likely because a product of the initial mould was used as a model for the Hyde brooch,
the design on which is more indistinct through wear. The details of its bird, however, appear
to be executed in incised lines rather than dots. The back of the brooch contains obvious signs
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FIG. 4
DISC-BROOCHES

Left: Cambois, Northumberland. Right: Hyde Abbey, Winchester, Hants. Scale I: I

ofattachment where it is pierced in two places on the animal border and the holes filled with
copper alloy, worn smooth and flush to the upper surface of the brooch.

Enamelled objects from England have recently been discussed by Evison. 5 The Cam
bois and Hyde Abbey, Winchester brooches are distinguished from all other examples of
enamel work in Britain by their colours. Ninth-century examples are all cloisonne and
contain one colour to each cell, although accidental seepage may occur. The Cambois and
Winchester brooches are champleve and contain several colours in each area: red, turquoise,
white, blue and green. The enamels have discoloured with age but the effect is obviously
deliberate, and must have been produced by placing two different colours of powdered glass
together, or by adding small solid lumps ofglass. 6 This relates them to a series ofobjects from
Europe called Kettlach enamels, after the type site. These often display bird and branch
motifs.?

Dinklage in a recent article suggests that the enamelled brooches evolve from a late
Merovingian tradition for variegated enamel work, citing the vase from Saint-Maurice
d'Agaune as a example. s He now rejects the label Kettlach and implies that to divide the
enamels of this period into two schools possibly oversimplifies the situation. 9 Despite the
predominantly Christian symbolism on the brooches (some display pelta crosses), their
distribution around the outskirts of the Carolingian Empire reflects the persistence of the
practice of accompanied burial, as much and possibly more than it reflects centres of
enamelling. Physical evidence for enamel-working centres in the Carolingian Empire has not
been forthcoming apart from a glass workshop situated at San Vincenzo a Volturno which
may have produced enamelled metalwork in the Carolingian period. 10 Dinklage suggests
that the borders of the Winchester and Cambois brooches are English although similar to
those occasionally found on enamelled brooches from N. Germany.ll His dating (825-900) is
based on associated grave-finds from E. German cemeteries, for instance Kohlmarkt in
Braunschweig. 12

The Comb (Fig. 5)

The comb is single-sided, handled and made of the two halves of a single bone riveted
closely together at the handle end but with a gap at the narrower end to allow the toothplates
to be inserted. The toothplates survive, and are of equal length. They are riveted through
their mid points and originally contained six teeth per 10 mm. The rivets are iron. The
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Bone comb, Cambois, Northumberland. Scale I : I

decoration is the same on both sides and consists of a band of diagonal hatching between
horizontal lines; a third line lies above them. Pairs of vertical lines flank the rivets. There is
further incised hatching along the top of the tooth segments. The handle end is decorated
with two vertical bands of cross hatching flanked by two/three vertical lines.

MacGregor has noted that there were two basic methods of comb manufacture; either
by splitting the bone or antler tine in two, as in the Cambois comb, or by making a slot from
the top to about halfway along its length in which to rivet the toothplates, the latter being by
far the most common in England. 13 Figure 6 is a distribution map of single-sided, handled
bone combs in England (there is also one example from Lagore Crannog, Co. Meath), from
which it appears that the comb type is strongly represented in the south and east but is also
well represented in York. The map indicates that the south has more bone than antler, but
this may reflect the availability of supplies. Antler is tougher,14 and one would imagine it
would be the preferred material.

There are only five complete, or nearly complete examples of the split type of comb,
which may be an indication that its origins lie outside England or at least not in the southern
comb-making area. The northern combs, apart fom the Whitby example, 15 are smaller than
the southern ones. Moreover where the cross section is shown, it is more oval, a central
portion of the bone possibly having been removed as ifa smaller, lighter comb was intended.
The second observation that can be made is that the decoration appears to use the space in a
slightly different way, the emphasis being on the horizontal rather than the vertical. The
most comparable combs to the Cambois example are from York, one an old find 16 and one
found on the Coppergate excavations and dated roughly to the 10th century.17 Both are
decorated on both sides, as is the Cambois comb.

Historical Background

Cambois is recorded in the Historia de Sancto Cuthberto as part of the 'villa' of Bedlington
bought by Bishop Cuthard in the loth century. IS This subsequently emerged as Bedlington
shire, probably preserving an early, even British landblock. 19 It is an area with relatively few
Scandinavian place-names, perhaps because it was beyond the direct influence of the York
kings and controlled by Eadwulfof Bamburgh and his successors.20 The use ofa tumulus for
the Cambois burials, and the deposition of objects with them, suggests Scandinavian rather
than Anglo-Saxon practice, however. Although the burial has often been taken as Anglo
Saxon,21 similar lines of stones or kerbs occur in the Scandinavian cemetery at Ingleby,
Derbyshire,22 and elsewhere. Shetelig, however, considered 'that the brooch had no parallels
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in Scandinavia and the association with the comb is not altogether convincing as a criterion
ofa Norse burial'.23 The brooch may not be English, and suggests ownership by someone
with wide-ranging contacts. Its 9th-century date suggests deposition no later than the middle
of the loth century, which is consistent with the dating of the comb suggested by the York
parallels. The lack ofweapons and the co-burial ofmen and a woman could indicate that the
tumulus contained relatively peaceful landowners, the mound an assertion ofproperty rights
in a period ofsocial instability, 24 and an example ofa Scandinavian (or Anglo-Scandinavian)
late 9th- or early 10th-century elite even in an area with little other evidence of their presence.

M. L. ALEXANDER
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A 10TH-CENTURY METAL ORNAMENT FROM MAINZ,
WEST GERMANY (Figs. 7 and 8; PI. VII)

In view of the recent attention paid to Anglo-Saxon art-history of the lOth and 1Ith
centuries, as manifest by the exhibition entitled The Golden Age ofAnglo-Saxon Art (British
Library and Museum 1984)1 and the publication by D. M. Wilson ofhis survey, Anglo-Saxon
Art, 2 it is desirable to draw wider attention to an inconspicuous piece of continental
metalwork that throws new light on this topic.3

During the winter of 1981/82, in the course of construction work in the city of Mainz on
the bank of the Rhine, immediately in front of the Roman town wall, nine hulls and other




